Introduction
Cloud service is facing the resource sharing security threat [1] . Cloud service improves the resource utilization ratio by sharing the resources. But a malicious user can bypass the logical boundaries to threat the security of the normal cloud users. One solution is to build trusted cloud [2] .Similar scheme [3] has made some improvement. But due to the multi-domain virtualization in the cloud service environment, it is difficult to realize real time and dynamic trust measurements. Zhou [4] Put forward a kind of Tree trusted measurement model TSTM, judge the trusty of user domain by real-time integrity measuring of system. And Zhang [5] Are put forward, a trusted domain inheritance model based on the theory of the noninterference, it gives the formalization of trusted domain behavior and prove that the security isolation between the virtual machine and system to be trusted.
According to the above problem, this paper presents a cloud services behave trust model based on non-interference theory （non-interference cloud services trust model NICTM） 1 The definition of trust TCG defined a state of computing platform is trusted: A state of computing platform is trusted when its behavior is in line with the trust strategy [6] ，So the trust evaluation of the cloud service state affected by the behavior of user domains. Due to the state of domain is unlimited in practice, it is not feasible to measure each behavior state, for that reason we need to convert the trust evaluation of the state into a trust evaluation of domain's historical action sequence. So, the basic principle of a trust cloud service can conclude below: Definition 1 state S is trusted when satisfy the following conditions (cloud service system trusted conditions) （1） 0 S is the initial state and 0 S is trusted. （2） 0 S can reach to the state S through a series of state transition （3） The sequence of state transition is trusted. The above definition is sufficient conditions; it can be taken as the basis for trust decision. This definition accord with the trust definition of the system which proposed by TCG .We uses trusted boot and integrity measurement to ensure the initial state 0 S is trusted and the purpose of this paper is proposed a kind of method to ensure the sequence of state transition is trusted.
1.1Non-interference theory 2nd Information Technology and Mechatronics Engineering Conference (ITOEC 2016)
The Non-interference theory define the system security strategy by analyses the system behave and information flow between different entity. The non-interference theory can be described like this: Non-interference theory define a "delete" function. Then use the function to handle the domain's action sequence to clear away the action from the sequence which is non-interference the domains. After that if we observe the output of the action sequence before and after "delete", we can find out whether a latent interference between the domain and process existed in the action sequence. Non-interference theory defined a verification method which provides a way to verify the security of an information system. 2Basic symbol definition To realize purpose model reference the literature [5] P ：Set of process, process is running in user domain， 1 2 3 , , ... n p p p p denote element.
* P is sequence of process， 1 2 3 , , ... The system M start form state 0 s ,and after a sequence of action is applied get to state ( , , ) dstep s d  ， at same time the monitoring domain apply an action a to observing the state of M. If there is no difference between the sequence of action and the sequence after "delete", it proof that there are no latent interference relation existed in the sequence, so the user domain d and the process running in this domain are trusted. Otherwise it's not trusted.
3.2Trusted properties of NICTM
There will be four properties as follows if the user domain is trusted. Definition 6 Observational equivalence for a cloud service system, 12 ss  indicate that 1 s equal to 2 s when the monitoring domain observe the system. Definition 7 Result isolation, a user domain has result isolation properties when it satisfied the following condition:
d is a user domain, so 1 2 
